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Sequential Grounding and
Consonant -Vowel Interaction*

Mizuki Miyashita
mizuki@u.arizona.edu
University of Arizona®

1. Introduction

Interactions between consonants and vowels are common cross -linguistic
phenomena (e.g. Japanese palatalization (Shibatani 1990), Acadian French
palatalization and coronalization (Hume 1992)). If the surface form of a
consonant changes to another surface form by the influence of the neighboring
vowel, there must be a significant relation between the two consonants which
alternate with each other.

Kiowa has alternation of consonants [d] and [g] due to the interaction with
a following vowel based on its quality.

In this paper, Kiowa [d] -[g] alternation is analyzed in the framework of
Optimality Theory (McCarthy and Prince 1993, Prince and Smolensky 1993) and
based on the notion of Sequential Grounding (Suzuki 1995), which is developed
from Grounded Phonology (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994). In accounting for
the Kiowa consonant alternation, I propose that Sequential Grounding must be
realized as implicational. This paper contributes to the phonological theory
proving that Grounded Phonology can be utilized as universal constraints in
Optimality Theory.

In this paper, I focus on data from Kiowa (Watkins 1984), in which the
[d] -[g] consonant alternation is influenced by the quality of an adjacent vowel. I
argue that Sequential Grounding (SG), proposed by Suzuki (1995), accounts for
the interaction between a consonant and an adjacent vowel. I propose that SG
must be realized as implicational. Also, I show that SG is easily represented in
Optimality Theory (McCarthy and Prince 1993, Prince and Smolensky 1993).

2. Kiowa Sound Inventories

Kiowa is a Tanoan language spoken in southwestern Oklahoma. In this
section, vowel and consonant inventories are given as background to the
discussion in the following sections.

2.1. Kiowa Vowel Inventory

The vowel inventory in Kiowa is shown in (1) below. There are six basic
vowels. At each of the three heights, there is a front/back pair. '.

I would like to thank Diana Archangeli for the spectacle idea on the analysis, and for the useful
suggestions. I also thank Jessica Maye for the comments and discussion through e -mail. Thank
you to everyone in LING 514 in Fall 1996.
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(1) Kiowa Vowel Inventory
Front Back

High i u
Mid e o
Low a

2.2. Kiowa Consonant inventory

The consonant inventory is shown in (2) below. The alternation discussed
in this paper involves the segments in the shaded boxes: [d] vs. [g], and [t] vs. [k].

(2) Kiowa Consonant Inveotory
a is enta veo ar ' a ata e ar aryngea

-vc +vc -vc +vc -vc +vc -vc +vc -vc +vc -vc +vc
Stop2 p b t d k g ?

Attricate t
Fricatives s z h

Nasal m n
Liquid I

Glide y

The data analyzed in this paper is introduced in the following section.

3. Data

In this section, the sound alternation between [d] and [g] in Kiowa is
introduced. The alternation between voiceless consonants [t] and [kJ is found in
only one case in Watkins (1984). Although I focus on the voiced segments for the
analysis, it also accounts for alternations in the voiceless consonants.

3.1. [d) -[gj alternation in Kiowa

In Kiowa, velar [g] is coronalized to dental [d] when it is followed by [e].
In the same way, the dental [d] is velarized before [i]. As shown in the data (3)

below, both [d] and [g] can occur when followed by [o]. This shows that [d] and
[g] are not allophones because the environment in the perfective overlaps. The
perfectives have either [d] or [g] depending on the ideosyncratic stem form.
However, in imperfective hearsay (ipf/hsy), the second consonants in any words
are always [d] followed by the vowel [e]. Also, imperfective imperatives

In addition to the vowels shown in the data, each of the six vowels has a nasal counterpart. There
are also diphthongs. Furthermore, Kiowa is a tone language, but I do not discuss tone in this work,
since it is irrelevant to the consonant alternation.
2 There are also dental and velar ejective and aspiratied stops. In this paper, I discuss only alternations
involving the plain stops.
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(ipf /imp) always have [g] for the second consonant followed by the suffix [i].
Other conbinations such as [di] and [ge] do not appear.

(3) perfective ipf/hearsav ipf /imperative gloss.

a. mago made magi `feed' *mage

b. hado hade hagi `shout' *hadi

c. sodo sode sogi `lower /tr' *sodi
(Watkins 1984)

3.2. Feature Matrices

The significant features in terms of the Grounding condition in vowels are
shown in figure (4). The shaded vowels are not considered in this paper since
they play no role in consonant alternation. The vowels [e] and [i] share the
feature [front]. The vowel [i] has additional feature [high]. The vowel [o] has the
additional feature [low].

(4) Vowel Feature Matrix
a e i o

+lo +hi + .

+lo
+tt +fr

The figure (5) below only shows the significant features of consonants discussed
in this paper. All four share the same feature [- cont]. [t] and [d] are [ +cor], and k]
and [g] are [ +dorsal]. Voicing difference is indicated by the feature [ +voice]. The
relevance will be discussed later.

(5) Consonant Feature Matrix
t d k g

+vc +vc
+cor +cor

+aor +dor
-cont -cont -cont -cont

Having introduced the data, the analysis of the consonant alternation in Kiowa is
presented in the following sections.

4. Sequential Grounding

In this section, the consonant -vowel interaction is explained by Sequential
Grounding, developed by Suzuki (1995) based on Grounded phonology
(Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994). In this section, the analysis of the consonant-
vowel interaction is discussed.
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4.1. Consonant -Vowel Interaction

The two consonants [g] and [d] share the several features: [ +voice], [-
cont], etc. The difference is in their place of articulation; either [coronal] or
[dorsal]. The two share the same surface form when they are followed by [i] or
[e]. The selection of the surface representation between the two is always [g]
when it is followed by [i] and [d] when followed by [e]. Sagey (1986: in Hume
1992) claims that coronals and dorsals are close to each other and an alternation
between them is not a surprising phenomenon. I follow Sagey, and assume that
the features coronal and dorsal are unstable or unspecified, and the surface form
of a consonant changes under the influence of a strong feature of the following
vowel. A strong feature is defined in this paper as a feature of a segment which
motivates the alternation of a feature of a neighboring segment. In Kiowa, a high
vowel is preceded by a dorsal [g], and a mid front vowel [e] is preceded by a
coronal [d]. The feature in [coronal] or [dorsal] is not specified, but the vowels [i]
and [e] carry a strong feature which determines the surface form of the preceding
consonant. In addition, the [d] vs. [g] before [o] is ideosyncratic.

In the following sections, I analyze the relationship between [d] and [e],
and [g] and [i]

4.2. Sequential Grounding

Sequential Grounding (Suzuki 1995) claims that grounding conditions
apply to the conditions on sound alternation in sequences. The Kiowa sound
alternation outlined above is analyzed in terms of Sequential Grounding. The
analyses of the two conditions ([gi] sequence and [de] sequence) are presented
separately.

4.2.1. 1DOR...HI: [g] Before [i]

When a [ -cont] consonant either [d] or [g] is followed by a high front
vowel [i], the consonant always surfaces as [g]. The feature shared by both [g]
and [i] is [ +high]3. When the consonant [g] is followed by [i], the [ +high] of the
vowel agrees with that of the consonant, and the surface form of the consonant
does not change. On the other hand, when the consonant [d] is followed by [i],
then the sequence can not hold as [di], because [d] is not [ +high] and the
agreement on the feature [ +high] cannot be established. For this reason, [d] is
dorsalized to [g]. When [d] receives [ +high] from the following vowel [i], the
segment which was originally [d] changes to [g] the form which possesses the
feature [ +high]. Therefore, [d] alternates with [g] followed by [i], and [g] stays
the same in the environment. The consonant alternation is determined due to the
vowel feature. Hence the vowel feature is strong in terms of consonant
alternation. This phenomenon is determined by the Sequential Grounding
constraint below:

3 See Akmajian et. al. 1990
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(6) DOR...HI: a dorsal consonant must precede a high vowel, and a high
vowel must follow a dorsal consonant (to be modified).

This constraint claims that Sequential Grounding is bi- directional. That is, as
long as the two segments are in the right order, the directionality does not matter.
From this constraint, the sequence of [gi] does not violate this constraint, but the
sequence [ge] does.

4.2.2. COR...FR: [d] before [e]

Hume (1992) claims that front and coronal features are similar in quality.
Coronal place implies the feature [-f-front] is embedded in a coronal segment.
When the coronal consonant [d] precedes the front vowel [e], the consonant does
not change its surface form, but when [g] precedes [e], it is coronalized to [d]. The
next Sequential Grounding constraint is as follows:

(7) COR...FR: a coronal consonant must precede a front vowel and a front
vowel must follow a coronal consonant (to be modified).

The sequence [de] does not violate this constraint. Sequential Grounding explains
the occurrence of the segments in sequence. A high vowel prefers to be preceded
by a dorsal consonant, and a front vowel prefers to be followed by a coronal
consonant.

5. Optimality Theoretical Analysis

In this section, the conditions given above are treated as OT constraints.
The sound alternation in terms of the consonant -vowel interaction is accounted for
by Sequential Grounding within the OT framework. Also, the Sequential
Grounding constraints are interpreted in a different manner in this section. I call
this new interpretation Implicational Sequential Grounding. The following
sections show the analysis in order.

5.1. Optimality Theory

Optimality Theory is developed by McCarthy and Prince (1993), and
Prince and Smolensky (1993). This theory assumes that Universal Grammar
includes a set of constraints, and these constraints and their rankings are
responsible for language specific phonological phenomena. Within OT, the
problem raised in the previous sections can be easily solved.

5.2. Sound Alternation
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First of all, I introduce a constraint from the IDENT family'. An IDENT
constraint requires the identical features in both input and output. This is because
the sound alternation in a sequence of [ -cont] plus the vowels [i] and [e] occurs
only for consonants, but not for following vowels. The vowels influence the
consonant alternation, but they will not change their own surface form. If such
vowel alternation occurs, it is a violation of IDENT[- cons].

(8) IDENT[- cons]: any [- consonantal] segment in the input must have
identical features in the output

The tableau in (9) illustrates the role of this constraint. Candidates (b) [ge] and (d)
[de] which have vowels which are not identical to the vowel in the input are ruled
out. The two candidates (a) [gi] and (c) [di] are tied.

(9) Input: /gi /5

The solution for the selection of the optimal candidate is shown next. The
Sequential Grounding constraint, DOR...HI (section 3.1.1), helps the selection of
the optimal candidate [gi]. The tableaux (10) - (13) below show the evaluation of
the [d] - [g] alternation.

Candidate (a) [gi] and (c) [di] were tied in Tableau (9). They are no longer
tied in tableau (10) and the correct candidate (a) is selected. Candidate (c) [di]
violates the constraint DOR...HI. The correct candidate (a) [gi] satisfies the
constraint. Only DOR...HI is crucial for the selection, and COR...FR should be
lower ranked.

(10) Input: /gi/
ID[-cns]

w-(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

gi
ge
di

` de
Q

DOR...HI COR...FR

In Tableau (11) below, the input is kill, but the correct candidate (a) [gi] is
selected because (b) [ge] and (d) [de] violate the constraint IDENT[- cons], and
candidate (c) [di] violates the constraint DOR...HI. The correct candidate [gi]
violates COR...FR, but this is dominated by the other two constraints, so the
violation is not significant.

4 IDENT constraints are introduced in McCarthy (1995). The IDENT constraint in this paper
departs slightly from the original IDENT in McCarthy (1995).
s I use only the significant part of the word: the last CV structure.
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(11) Input: /di/

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

I-Candidates ID[-cns] DOR...HI COR...FR
gi *
ge * i * *

di - *!
de *!

In Tableaux (12) and (13), the input has the vowel [e] following the consonant. In
Tableau (12), candidate (a) [gi] and (e).[di] violates IDENT[ -cons] and they are
ruled out. Candidate [ge] violates DOR...HI, and is also ruled out. The last
candidate (d) [de] does not violate any constraint, and is selected as optimal.

(12) Input: /ge/
Candidates ID[-cns] DOR...HI COR...FR

,.

*r *

di *! *

de

In Tableau (13), candidate [de] is selected in the same way as Tableau (12).

(13) Input: /de/
Candidates ID[-cns] DOR...HI COR..FR

gi *i *

:f T

di *!

de

Since the Sequential Grounding constraint DOR..HI determines the correct
candidate, the other Sequential Grounding constraint COR...FR must not be
ranked higher than the other constraints because then a wrong candidate is
selected. Thus, DOR...HI must dominate COR...FR. Also, the ranking of ID[-
cons] and DOR...HI does not matter:

(14) IDENT[- cons], DOR...HI » COR...FR

Recall that the two consonants, [d] and [g] do not alternate with each other

when the following vowel is neither [e] nor [i]. For example, [map] `feed' and
[hado] `shout' have either [d] or [g] followed by the vowel [o]. These examples

show that the sequences of [do] and [go] are ideosyncratic. The ideosyncracy
must be accounted for by the same constraints and the ranking given in (14)

above. Let us look at the case which ends with a low back vowel, [o]. As tableau
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(15) shows, the wrong candidate (d) [do] is selected by the constraint set and the
ranking discussed so far. Candidates (a) [gi] and (c) [de] are ruled out by
ID[vowel]. However, the correct candidate (b) [go] is ruled out because it violates
the constraint DoR...HI by not being followed by a high vowel. Therefore,
candidate (d) [do] which only violates the lowest ranked constraint wins.

(15)

(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

Input: /go/
Candidate ID[-consj DOR..Hl COR..Fff

gi *I

go
31:i

de *I

do

This problem will be discussed in the following section.

5.3. Implicational Sequential Grounding

At this point, there is a difference between the interpretation of standard
Grounding constraints and Sequential Grounding constraints. There is no
direction indicated to a Sequential Grounding constraint. For example, the
Sequential Grounding constraint, DOR...HI does not indicate the direction of
influence from one to another in a sequence of segments. The current constraint
DOR...HI claims that a dorsal precedes a high, and a high follows a dorsal. As
long as the placement for the two is correct, the directionality of the logic does not
matter. This is why the problem occurred in the tableau (15) above.

As an example, take the grounding conditions HI /ATR and ATR/HI
(Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994). Archangeli and Pulleyblank distinguish the
two, HI /ATR and ATR/HI. As shown in (16a), the grounding condition requires
that when the vowel is [ +high], then it is also [ +ATR]. Likewise, (16b) requires
that when a vowel is [ +ATR], then it is [ +high]. In this sense, the condition is
unidirectional while a Sequential Grounding constraint is bi- directional.

(16) HIGH and ATR
a. HI /ATR: If [ +high], then [ +ATR], not [ -ATR]
b. ATR/HI: If [ +ATR], then [ +high], not [ +low]

I propose that the directionality of the implication is crucial to Sequential
Grounding. I call it Implicational Sequential Grounding. As opposed to the bi-
directional Sequential Grounding shown in (6) and (7), Implicational Sequential
Grounding is unidirectional. The notation of the Implicational Sequential
Grounding is introduced as follows. I separate F...G into F. /.G and F. \.G. The
notation of Implicational Sequential Grounding is shown in (17) below. Notation
(17a) represents directionality from left to right, and (17b) from right to left.
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(17) DOR..HI:
a) DOR. /.HI: If [ +dor] precedes a vowel, then the vowel is [ +high].
b) DOR. \.HI: If [ +high] follows a consonant, then the consonant is

[ +dor].

The interpretation I select for this language is (17b): the second of two segments
carries the strong feature and influences the sequence representation of the
preceding segment. A vowel in the data doesn't change its feature at all, because
the vowel is the segment that influences the alternation of the preceding
consonant. Hence, the feature of the following vowel implies the feature of the
preceding consonant. For example, if there is a [ +high] vowel following [g] or
[d], it must chose [g] as its precedent. The Implicational Sequential Grounding
DOR. /.HI in (17a), on the other hand, does not support the evaluation of the
optimal candidate. As shown in (18) below, DOR. /.HI rules out the correct
candidate [go] for not having a High vowel following the dorsal [g]. As a result,
the wrong candidate [do] wins. Therefore, the DOR. /.HI constraint in (7a) is not
crucial in this paper.

Likewise, I use the directional interpretation of COR..FR presented in
(8b). This is shown in (19):

(19)
c) COR. /.FR: If [ +cor] precedes a vowel, then vowel is [ +front], not
[- front].
b) COR. \.FR: If [ +front] follows a consonant, the consonant is [ +cor].

The interpretation (19b) for COR..FR is significant, and this is used in this paper.
With this constraint COR. \.FR, the result from the tableau (15) is now differently
evaluated:

(20) /go/
gi

Ill [ -cons] 1)0R.\.1-11 COR.\.r-R

go
de

do

In Tableau (20), the correct candidate, which was violated in the previous tableau
(15), does not violate the Implicational Sequential Grounding constraint
DOR. \.HI. There is no [ +high] vowel in [go], so it vacuously satisfies this



constraint. As a result, both [go] and [do] win. This is fine because the two are
possible surface forms in Kiowa.

The next step is to test the correspondence of the consonants [g] and [d]
between the input and output. The consonant that precedes the vowel [o] in the
input must be identical to that of the output. The constraint ranked next is as
shown below:

(21) IDENT[cons]: features on a consonant segment in the input must be
identical in the output.

In Tableau (22), Candidate [do] violates ID[cons] twice by having [coronal] and
lacking [dorsal]. Therefore, the correct candidate wins. This explains why [g]
and [d] stays the same when they precede the vowel [o].

(22) /go/ ID [cons]

go

do

Miyashita

The specific directional interpretation of the Implicational Sequential
Grounding constraint and the addition of the ID[cons] must not affect the
evaluation of the alternants [g] and [d] when followed by the appropriate vowel.
As the tableaux below show, this is not a problem for the evaluation of the correct
candidate as regards the sound alternation involving the sound [i]. In Tableau
(23) below, the evaluation is determined by the constraints which are ranked
higher than the ID[cons] constraint; although candidate [gi] violates the ID[cons]
twice, the correct candidate [gi] is still the winner.

(23)
gi
ge
di
de

**
**

*)
*I

Similarly, Tableau (24) shows that the addition of the ID[cons] does not affect the
correct evaluation of the sound alternation involving the vowel [e]. The correct
output form is selected before the ID[cons] constraint. Candidate [de] is the
winner, even though ID[cons] is violated.

(24) /ge/ 1D[ -cons] DOR. \.Hl COR. \.r'R ID[cons]
gi
ge */

di
de
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As shown in (25) bellow, [ki] and [ni] are added to the candidate set.
They do not violate the constraint ID[- cons]. Candidate [ni] is ruled out by
DOR...HI. Candidate [ki] is tied at the point of the evaluation under the constraint
COR. \.FR. Comparing to the input, however, candidate [h] lacks [ +cor] and
[ +vc], and has two non -identical features, [- voice] and [+ velar]. It has four
violations. Hence, the correct candidate [gi] wins.

(25)

rZF'

ki

m * **

gi * **

In addition, when candidates satisfy both the Implicational Sequential Grounding
constraints, they also must be ruled out by ID[cons]. In the same way in tableau
(26), [te] lacks [ +voice] and [ +velar], and has non -identical features [- voice] and
[ +dental] (four violations). [ne] lacks [ +stop] and [ +velar], and has non -identical
features [ +nasal] and [ +dental] (four violations). The correct candidate has only
two violations (lacking [ +velar] and having [ +dental].

(26) /ge/ Ill(-cons ] DOR. \.HI COR. \.FR ID[cons]
te
ne
de **

With the new interpretation of Sequential Grounding as Implicational Sequential
Grounding, the correct output form is selected for all cases. In Kiowa, the
directionality is from right to left. The crucial ranking is ID[- cons], DOR. \.HI »
COR. \.FR » ID[cons].

6. Voiceless Consonants

There is only one [t] -[k] alternation found in the grammar provided by
Watkins (1984). Watkins also claims that certain sequences of consonant and
vowel do not occur: *ti, *di, *si, *ke, *ge, etc. These possible /impossible
consonant -vowel sequences are shown in the figure below. It seems to be that the
combination of the sequence for both voiced and voiceless consonants is restricted
by the ranking of DOR. \.HI » COR. \.FR.

(27) sequence found: [gi] [gu] [ki] [ku] [de] [te]
sequence not found: [ge] [ke] [du] [tu] [di] [ti] (marked by *)
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(28) 

Shaded columns are not subject to the analysis of Implicational Sequential 
Grounding condition. Voiced and voiceless dorsals and coronals behave similarly 
to each other. Therefore, the analysis given above must account also for voiceless 
dorsals and coronals. 

The Implicational Sequential Grounding DOR.\.HI given above predicts 
[gi] [gu], [ki] and [ku]. The co-occurrence restrictions on voiceless C-V 
sequences shown in (28) are also accounted for by the Implicational Sequential 
Grounding in Optimality Theory. Tableau (29) shows that although the input is 
[ke], the sequence [te] which is possible in Kiowa is selected over [ke] which 
never appears. This is because [ke] violates COR.\.FR even though [te] violates 
ID[ cons] twice. 

In (30) below, [gu], which is found as a sequence, wins over [du] which is not 
found. · 

In summary, the Implicational Sequential Grounding constraints account for the 
occurrence of the consonant-vowel interactions. The hierarchy of the constraints 
used in this analysis is as shown in the following: 

(31) IDENT[vowel], DOR .. HI >> COR..FR>> IDENT[+cons]. 

7. Conclusion 

The significance of the Implicational Sequential Grounding constraints 
must be attested. Only the direction of right to left is considered in this paper. 
This analysis predictsthat there should also be left to right implications. A 
language in which this can be found would add evidence for the analysis proposed 
here. The verification of these points is suggested for a further work. 

The [ d]-[g] consonant alternation in Kiowa is analyzed, and several crucial 
points are given in this paper. First, Sequential Grounding accounts for the 
interaction between adjacent consonant and vowel. DOR..HI explains that in a 
consonant -vowel sequence, a dorsal and a high prefer to be adjacent to each 
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other. COR..FR claims that a coronal and a front prefer to be adjacent to each
other. Second, Sequential Grounding must be expressed as a directional
implication. There are two possible directions in terms of the implication
captured by Sequential Grounding. In one direction, the precedent is the first of
two segments, and the second segment is the consequent of the implication
(F. /.G). In the other possible direction, the second of two segments is the
antecedent of the implication (F. \.G). In Kiowa, F. \.G is the significant constraint.
Finally, in the OT analysis, there are four constraints which are significant for the
consonant alternation in Kiowa. In conclusion, Implicational Sequential
Grounding is relevant for phonological analysis in terms of consonant -vowel
interaction.
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